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“...we don’t know what is behind more than we know what is ahead…” 
“...future that came and future which did not come...” 
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  “Are you with me? Can you still follow?”   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no, we can follow you completely. We can understand what you are doing. No, we 
do not have a problem with that. But we cannot understand why you are doing what 
you are doing.” 
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“you know, they just 
keeping sending those reports, and I don’t even understand what these are or why 
they are doing that. Every single month, I receive an e-mail, and I am asked to send 
the approval back. I just reply that “Yes, I approve” and that’s it. If I forget to do 
that fast enough, they will send a reminder that “please be so kind…” you, know.” 





8$“no, please stop sending those reports! There is 
no point at all, there is no control function, there is nothing to control in clearing. 
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“I feel like I’m schizophrenic or suffer some multiple personality syndromes 
– in principle I am demanded to check the same stuff like four times by different 
process descriptions. That is, I need to check my own work over and over again.”
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“According to my experience, the “record” for getting an invoice posted took six 
rounds. Can you imagine, six times the posting proposal was pending back and 
forth! Six times the posting proposal was sent and each time there was something 
wrong – company code, supplier account, profit center, currency, cost center or 
code for value added tax. What’s funny, or rather sad or annoying, is that they [the 
136

external service provider team] just keep sending in the defective posting proposal 
without giving a second thought. In principle, we have standardized practices, but 
in reality, there is so much variation in the process that we are far from standardized 
practices. They [the external service provider teams] just don’t have sufficient 
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